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Exis%ng Works

UnsaJsfactory out-of-the-box representaJons

Top-1 linear probe accuracy (%) 

How to use language semanJcs to boost transferable 
spaJotemporal representaJon learning?

Data: highly curated videos  Knowledge: pixel-level



Turning to Video for Transcript Sor3ng

SorJng shuffled ASR transcripts by aRending 
to learned video representaJons.

Implementa)on

Enforcing the model to contextualize what is 
happening over Jme so that it can re-organize 
the narraJve transcripts.

Mo)va)on

ü Learn purely from video.
ü Can seamlessly apply to large-scale 

uncurated video data in the real world.

Merits

TVTS illustra=on



Framework Overview

• Step1: Transcript and frame sampling
• Step2: Text and video feature extracJon
• Step3: Turning to Video for Transcript SorJng



Transcript and Frame Sampling

Transcript Side: Consecu(vely sample 𝐾 transcripts, each with a dura(on of 𝑙 (in seconds), and 
an interval of 1s between adjacent transcripts.
Frame Side: Sample 𝑀 frames between the beginning and ending (me of all 𝐾 transcripts.

𝑇!: Wait a second, I can’t ride in these 
sandals, oh that sucks.

𝑇": God, this house looks so cute. Okay, I 
have to take a picture out.

𝑇#: I take like 200 pictures. Like how am I out 
of storage already? I don’t even, I don’t get it.

𝑇$: Okay, yeah that’s not gonna fit. Why did I 
bring so much? I’m only here for five days.

Sampled Frames Sampled Transcripts



Text and Video Feature Extrac%on
Text Side
• Encoder: Dis(lBERT-base.

• Pick the [CLS] tokens as the 𝐾 unordered transcripts’ representa(ons 𝑡!! "#$
%

.

Video Side
• Encoder: ViT-base.
• Divide frames into patches, and randomly mask a large por(on of them as the input.

• The video representa(ons are denoted as 𝑣& &#'
(

, where 𝑁 denotes the number of unmasked 

video patches, and 𝑣' is the [CLS] token. 
• We do not add the extra [MASK] token, and we have no explicit reconstruc(on target.



Turning to Video for Transcript Sor3ng

Sor(ng the transcripts in the correct order by 
aSending to the text and unmasked video tokens.

Our Expecta)on

Step1: Concatenate 𝑡!! "#$
%

and 𝑣& &#'
(

, and 

perform self-aSen(on across all tokens.
Step2: The predic(on of the transcript orders is 
modeled as a 𝐾-way classifica(on task for each 
transcript, i.e., ℒ)*+,.

Implementa)on Details



• TVTS + Video-Text Contras(ve (ℒ-.)/)

• where �̂� = $
%
∑"#$% 𝑡", and +𝑣 is the [CLS] token of the video, i.e., +𝑣 ← 𝑣'

• Overall objec(ve: ℒ = ℒ-.)/ + 𝜆ℒ)*+, (𝜆 = 2 in our prac(ce)
• To prevent the model from learning shortcuts, we stop the gradients of ℒ)*+, from flowing 

toward encoding transcript features.

Training Objec%ves

+



Sort Transcript or Video?

Ø SorJng shuffled videos in pre-training is infeasible and counterintuiJve for improving 
spaJotemporal representaJons.

Table 1. Comparison with methods that use ordering-based pretext tasks for pre-training. 
The model pre-trained only with ℒ!"#$ serves as the baseline.



Sort Implementa%on

Ø TVTS can effecJvely regularize our model to learn transferable video representaJons.
Ø M!"#$\$& drops performance, because the model learns from shortcuts.
Ø Both Pairwise and Factorial drop performance.

Table 2. The top-1 accuracy under the fine-tuning protocol 
w.r.t. different objec=ves. “sg” denotes stopping gradients 
of ℒ#%&' towards encoding transcript representa=ons.

Table 3. The top-1 accuracy under the fine-tuning 
protocol w.r.t. different ways to model TVTS. The 
model pre-trained with ℒ!"#$ serves as the baseline. 



Transferability Evalua%on

Table 4. Transferability evalua=on on SSV2. We report Recall@K for zero-shot video-to-video 
retrieval and top-1 accuracy for linear probe classifica=on, where video-to-video retrieval 
aims to retrieve videos of the same category as a query video.



Fine-tuning Performance

Table 5 & 7. The top-1 accuracy under the fine-tuning protocol. † denotes pre-training on YT-Temporal, 
and ‡ denotes the use of official pre-trained weights for evalua=on.



Conclusion
q We exploit the rich semanJcs from script knowledge which is naturally along with the

video, rendering a flexible pre-training method that can easily apply to uncurated
video data in the real world.

q We introduce a novel pretext task for video pre-training, namely, Turing to Video for
Transcript Sor6ng (TVTS). It promotes the capability of the model in learning
transferable spaJotemporal video representaJons.

q We conduct comprehensive comparisons with advanced methods. Our pre-trained
model exhibits strong out-of-the-box transferability on downstream tasks.
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